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Any parent reading this knows how hard it is to resist haggling with their kids, i.e. doing their business right now or not TV time tonight. Why, we ask ourselves, should there always be a task-related incentive program? This creates enough stress and competition in the adult workforce, and
here it becomes instilled in little people at such a tender age. Also, for the insecure and unbalanced among us (who, I am?), it's hard not to go into that neurotic place where you're sure they know what you know, that what you're really saying is doing your thing right now, or I'll keep love
from you and you'll have a lot of fodder for therapy after college. So imagine my distress when I came across this story from Seminole County, Florida, where a local McDonald's is rewarding students who get good grades by giving them a Happy Meal. Suddenly, any incentive that we can
come up with is like, say, an extra game date or more TV time being undermined by junk food with a game prize stuck next to it. Come on, corporate America, we parents have enough problems trying to get our kids to see the value and satisfaction in doing a good job without any bonus
goodies attached to the result. Now you set unrealistic expectations we can't accomplish with our poor dad or mom strengths, and our children will be perfectly unprepared for a world where every achievement is not enhanced with a special sauce. This can leave them so ill-equipped to
succeed in the workplace that the only question they will ask as an adult is the one you ask them now: Do you want fries with this? One of the most intriguing tidbits in the New York Times story about this controversy concerns women who don't take kindly to it. Susan Lynn spoke on behalf
of her advocacy group in Boston called (Are You Ready?), the Campaign for a Free Childhood. Ad-free childhood?! It's right up there with the world as a very difficult goal to bring to fruit. Moreover, the implications for work-life balance are extraordinary. After all, growing up without being
receptive to advertising may well mean growing up without unattainable role models, without craving for things that you really don't need, without, in fact, any big and consuming wants at all. Imagine a child saying: Mom, can I have this? Only they point to your heart, not the TV. Well, ad-free
childhood is something you still need to strive for. I wouldn't mind a free-for-all adult life. Just yesterday when I was driving to a meeting I heard an ad on the radio from someone who kept insisting that I could make a fortune in the real estate market. And just for a second, I almost believed If
he threw in a burger and shake, I probably would have been on board. Independent, reliable guide to online education for more than 22 years! Copyright ©2020 GetEducated.com; Approved Colleges, LLC All Rights Reserved Our Children's Life Professionals Work In and outpatient
conditions to enhance the emotional and social well-being of your child and family throughout your health experience. They use development-friendly games and other activities to help your child and you understand and prepare for treatment and procedures, before, during and after
hospitalization. Children's life specialists can also help you as your child moves from inpatient to outpatient care, at home and eventually to school. The following services and information are designed to help you as long as you trust us with your child's well-being. Many families with autistic
children are afraid of summer. Changes in routine, too much free time, and anxiety about autism behavior can all get in the way of typical family entertainment. While every child with autism is different, each of these activities can be modified to meet the needs of children with sensory
problems or cravings, problems with changes in routine, and behavioral problems. Even better, they can be enjoyed with siblings! 1 Echo/Culture/Getty Images First on this list, and almost any list of summer entertainment is swimming. Many children and teenagers on the spectrum gravitate
to the water, as do their brothers and sisters and parents. There are many options for swimming with an autistic child; Here are just a few of them. Of course, this goes, not to mention that the water can be dangerous, so don't pick up the book and zone while your autistic child splashes. Find
a lake or a quiet beach and paddle around by the shore. Allow your child with autism to explore the water at their own pace. Some children will splash, while others will sit quietly. As a small man, our son loved to sit on the sandy bottom of the lake and watch the tiny fish and birds. Not the
typical behavior of a small child, but a happy experience for him. Go to the pool, ideally at the YMCA. Ys often offer a special time for swimming with special needs, and many even have swimming instructors with special training. Even if they don't, most children with autism and without it can
have a great time just playing with wet stuff! Get into the surf. Many children with autism crave physical sensations, and nothing beats the crashing of surfing for an intensely physical experience. Our son loves the waves on the shores of New Jersey and Delaware! Again, it is absolutely
essential that you remain vigilant; we even held both of our children's hands in the surf until they were big and strong enough to stay on their feet as the big wave came along. 2 Everyone can walk, and children with autism often have great walks or hiking mates. Some are surprisingly
endurance; others are extremely observant to the details around them. If you are worried that your child is tired, hot or just ants, start with a short local walk. Most natural centres also have very The circles of routes available near the visitor center are perfect for easy, fun, family activities. 3
You may not think of your child with autism due to a museum or zoo, but when you join, often often Surprisingly low cost- you can come and go as you please, for as long or short a time as you like. This gives you the opportunity to bring your child with autism (and your other children) for
brevity, get to know the place of visitation at times when other families are less likely to visit (Sunday mornings are ideal). Many children's museums offer cool, indoor playgrounds where your children can climb and run indoors, while most zoos have interactive areas such as zoos. By the
time you've visited two or three times, your child with autism will know the routine, and feel at home in a rich, educational community environment. 4 Many amusement parks offer season tickets at a discount. This means that you can bring your child with autism (and their siblings) as often
as you like, all for the same price. Before you go, figure out what you will do and view the experience with your child. Carefully choose rides and experiences that you know they will love, and keep each visit short. If you like, you can build a routine around visiting the park so that your child
knows what will happen and when to expect changes in routine. HINT: Go when others don't go down in the morning, weekdays and Sundays to reduce the risk of crowds, frustrations and crises. 5 Some children with autism are extraordinary visual artists; many of them are not. At school,
so much time is spent on treatment, academics and social skills that children on the spectrum often miss out on the art class. So summer is a great time to open that door. You can sign your child to class with an instructor, but it can be hard to find that perfect class. Often, the best choice is
to create an art corner at home, complete with a number of media and a nice big tarp on the floor. Keep in mind that many children on the spectrum have sensory problems that make sticky, sticky substances difficult to manage; others can put non-food items in their mouths. So start with
simple, non-toxic supplies such as pencils, paper, and safety scissors and progress from there. And don't worry if your child is not an artist: few of us. 6 Many children with autism have musical talents, but because they are so busy with other priorities at school, they may not be able to join
the choir or pick up a musical instrument. Summer is a great time to take children to outdoor concerts where they can move around, dance, or make noise without making a fuss. You can also introduce your children to and without autism with different kinds of music and music making,
taking them to music events, playing dance party music at home, or even offering them the opportunity to try a musical instrument or singing. 7 Fitness is important for all, but children with autism often lose out when it comes to gym time, organized sports, or high energy play dates. Summer
is a good time to get physical as a family. Depending on your child's abilities and sensitivity, you can try activities such as a water slide in the backyard or a sprinkler, bike or or or riding, rock climbing (I was absolutely amazed by my son's fearlessness and the joy of being able to climb the
wall in a harness!), or jumping on a low, safe trampoline. Local playgrounds are also a terrific resource- not only because they are fun, physical, and often attached for safety, but also because they offer such great opportunities for learning social skills. 8 Many people with autism are
attracted to trains; no one knows why! Riding a real train can be a terrific summer activity, and there are plenty of opportunities to do just that in many holiday destinations. There are trains that go to the mountains; Scenic train rides; train museums that offer rides. There are subway trains,
light rail trains, and trains that reach exciting destinations. There are also miniature trains in amusement parks which can be great fun for everyone. 9 OK, of course, it's not a cheap or easy activity, and Disney darned hot in the summer. But if you're looking for a place where your whole
family, including your autistic child, can feel relaxed and supported, you can't beat Disney. They offer special needs passes so your child doesn't need to wait in long lines. They literally serve your every dietary whim. They provide high and low energy rides, a gentle and intense swimming
experience, and a host of non-entertainment-park options ranging from boat trips to fishing on horseback. Take it slowly and easily, plan and view every day activity, and build in lots of breaks and snacks. And take advantage of Disney services where and when you need them: that's why
they're there. Thank you for your feedback! What do you care? Problems?
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